
WHAT ARE LEGACY ADMISSIONS

Legacy preference or legacy admission is a preference given by an institution or organization to certain applicants on
the basis of their familial relationship to.

But defenders of legacy admission will find support for their view that the legacy applicants being admitted
are academically strong and that there isn't evidence of unqualified legacies getting in through this route.
Legacy admissions, especially at elite institutions, for example, is one such way a lucky few gain a distinct
advantage. The school currently gives the children of alumni an admissions bump, but from to , the proportion
of students in its freshman class with a parent who also attended dropped from 24 percent to 13 percent. But
realize that legacy status is not something that you can force. Why Does Legacy Status Matter? Similar
practices exist at colleges across the US. Amid numerous critical op-eds about legacy admissions, the think
tank New America has proposed that colleges lose eligibility for federal student aid if they favor alumni
children. Only 6. Most college admissions officers will state that legacy status is only a tiny factor in making
the final admissions decision. The concept has been controversial since its beginning. Now imagine that the
graduate's child applies to Prestigious University. Legacy students tend to be the white wealthy, contributing
to socioeconomic injustices. This isn't information that most colleges want to advertise widely since it
perpetuates the image of elitism and exclusivity that already surrounds the country's most selective colleges ,
but there's really no denying that who your parents are can play a significant role in the college admissions
equation. So if colleges don't want to be seen as elitist and exclusive, why do they practice legacy admissions?
He defined secondary legacies as those who had a parent attend a graduate program at the institution, or who
had a grandparent, aunt, uncle or sibling attend as an undergraduate. You'll often hear that in a borderline case,
legacy status might tip an admissions decision in the student's favor. When Junior is rejected from the school
that Mom or Dad attended, anger and hard feelings can make the likelihood of future donations much less.
Colleges give preference to legacy students because doing so can build family loyalty to the school and
increase almuni donations. He currently leads a research team at the College Board focused on data that could
be used to help colleges recruit diverse students. Continue Reading. Now, only one reading is guaranteed,
although â€” thanks, Mom and Dad â€” every legacy application still gets two sets of eyes," a Stanford
Magazine article about the school's admissions process reported. Many college presidents have argued that
legacy preferences especially at private institutions are a legitimate way to build community for a college. But
he does not know of any research with this focus that has been published more recently. After all, it would be
easy enough to evaluate applications without information about the colleges attended by other family
members. Yet during that same period, total alumni giving increased. As prosecutors acknowledged, and as
critics have pointed out, there are already several legal ways for wealthy parents to work the system. The issue
of legacy admissions was brought up in court by Adam Mortara, a lawyer for the plaintiffs, who argued that
universities should not give preferences to any category of students, whatever their racial or economic
background. Also, keep in mind that a significantly under-qualified legacy applicant will rarely be admitted. A
Final Word on Legacy Status When you don't have legacy status, it's easy to feel angry and hopeless in the
face of the unfair preferential treatment some students receive. Opponents accuse these programs of
perpetuating an oligarchy and plutocracy as they lower the weight of academic merit in the admissions process
in exchange for a financial one. According to a study, Duke's legacies are more likely to be white, Protestant,
American citizens, and private high-school graduates than the overall student body. While some research
indicates that legacy admits go on to earn lower average grades than their peers , plenty are strong applicants.
After the new policy led to a drop in Princeton's Jewish student population, the chairman of Princeton's Board
of Admissions acknowledged that he had wanted to solve the school's "Jewish problem. By contrast, "the way
we organize our education system" in the U. With legacy status, you either have it or you don't. Low-income
students are already vastly underrepresented at these institutions.


